Spring DIY starts with Dremel tools
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Spring is traditionally the time for DIY but this year, it gains an even greater importance with the
recession biting into the family finances. With less cash to get someone in to do those chores around
the house and garden - and little chance of moving - it's a good time to tackle all those projects to
help make your home feel new again.
If removing grout between wall and floor tiles or sharpening your lawn mower blades are tasks you've been
putting off throughout the Winter, then help is at hand from Dremel this Spring.
Dremel's range of attachments includes: a line and circle cutter, a mini saw attachment, wall and floor
grout removal kit, a wall tile cutting kit, a multipurpose cutting kit, a shaper/router table, a plunge
router attachment and a right angle attachment - as well as lawn mower and chain saw sharpeners.
The line and circle cutter is a great tool for cutting a straight line and a perfect circle through any
material: great for installing a new spotlight, for example.
The mini saw attachment (670) turns your Dremel tool into a precision circular saw providing for fine,
clear and straight cuts across all sorts of wood: perfect for cutting around a radiator pipe on a
laminate floor.
The wall and floor grout removal kit (568) has an attachment which cleverly removes grout between wall
and floor tiles.
The wall tile cutting kit (566) has a customised attachment for controlled cutting of wall tiles:
perfect for installing tap and shower heads into the back wall of a shower cabinet.
The multipurpose cutting kit (565) has a handy attachment for precision cutting through a wide variety of
materials.
The shaper/router table attachment (231) turns your Dremel into a bench-mounted tool which allows you to
make really precise cuts into firmly secured pieces of wood: creating skirting boards, for example.
The plunge router attachment (335) enables you to cut circles and any shapes you need: ideal for door
furniture.
The right angle attachment (575) has been created for you to use accessories in hard to reach places,
such as at right angles: recessed shelving becomes a doddle!
Finally, the lawn mower sharpening attachment (675) will give a new cutting edge to your mower blades
whilst the chainsaw sharpening attachment (1453) gives extra bite to your chainsaw.
For more information, visit the Dremel website: http://www.dremel.co.uk
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Dremel products can be purchased from DIY stores as well as online at:
http://www.dremel-direct.com or http://www.tool-shop.co.uk
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